Hospitalists, PCPs, Specialists, and Non-Physicians: Too Many Cooks in the Kitchen?
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The tension between continuity of care and specialization is not new, but may have reached a tipping point when the hospitalist movement erupted onto the American medical scene in the late 1990s. By definition, when a hospitalist cares for an inpatient, there is some fragmentation of care, which is, at least in theory, avoidable—if the primary care provider (PCP) can serve as attending physician in the hospital. Literature has since emerged suggesting that clinical and economic outcomes of care by hospitalists are at least as good as that provided by PCPs, and that patients are not, in general, opposed to hospitalist care.1–3

However, the degree of discontinuity is not just a feature of whether a hospitalist assumes care of the hospitalized patient. Discontinuity can be exacerbated by changing attendings throughout the hospital stay. And inpatient continuity is a potential issue for both the hospitalist model and traditional model of care (in which the PCP serves as attending physician). While one might assume that the hospitalist model fosters more inpatient discontinuity because most hospitalists—whether working a 7-on–7-off schedule or another schedule—do not commit to caring for a patient throughout an entire hospitalization the way a PCP might, this question has not previously been examined. Even if the hospitalist model is a fait accompli in many hospitals, it is worth knowing how inpatient continuity differs between the 2 models.

In this issue of the Journal, Fletcher and colleagues4 used billing data to examine trends in inpatient continuity of care over a 10-year period ending in 2006, and sought to determine: (1) whether inpatient care has become more fragmented over time (as defined by the number of generalists caring for a patient over the course of an average hospitalization), and (2) whether inpatient care provided by hospitalists tends to be more fragmented than care provided by PCPs. They found that continuity of inpatient care has indeed decreased over time. In 1996, just over 70% of patients received care from 1 generalist; this number declined to just under 60% a decade later, despite a decrease in length-of-stay during that period. However, and perhaps surprisingly, patients cared for exclusively by hospitalists saw fewer generalists in the hospital (ie, fewer different hospitalists) than those cared for exclusively by outpatient providers. The authors conclude that the doctor–patient continuity over the course of a hospital stay is not worse in the hospitalist model than in the traditional model. While reassuring, it is important to remember that the patient experience does not begin at admission or end at discharge, and a more patient-centered analysis might take into account the outpatient providers too (ie, those seeing the patient before admission and after discharge), and would probably show that the hospitalist model indeed leads to more care fragmentation.

After all, there are at least 2 providers involved in every patient’s care when a hospitalist model is used, whereas a large subset of patients cared for by PCPs would have only 1 provider involved.

While not the primary focus of the analysis, Fletcher and colleagues4 identified additional predictors of inpatient continuity of care. Higher socioeconomic class and white race were associated with lower continuity. This suggests that care fragmentation is not a feature of inferior, or at least cheap, care. In keeping with this observation, there was also enormous geographic variation in inpatient care continuity, marked by greater fragmentation of care in the New England and mid-Atlantic regions than in other areas of the country, and more fragmentation in larger hospitals serving heavily populated metropolitan areas. This pattern is strikingly similar to the cost-of-care patterns observed by the Dartmouth Atlas researchers.5,6 Densely populated areas tend to have more specialists per capita and also tend to deliver more expensive care—without demonstrably higher quality. In parallel, it is easy to see how care fragmentation might increase length-of-stay7 and lead to excessive diagnostic testing and consultation. More cooks in the kitchen might make costlier stew.

How hospitalists tackle the issue of inpatient continuity is not only a matter of quality of care, but also a matter of job sustainability. The simple way to maximize continuity—working many consecutive days—can lead to burnout if taken too far. But there are...
creative ways to assign admissions that maximize continuity for the average inpatient while allowing providers needed time off. The CICLE initiative (Creating Incentives and Continuity Leading to Efficiency in hospital medicine) at the Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical Center, for instance, assigns physicians to 4-day cycles of clinical work; the first day of the cycle (a long-call day) involves admitting a large number of patients during a busy shift, with no new patients admitted on the remaining days of the cycle. Thus, all patients whose length of stay is less than 5 days will have a single attending-of-record. Not only does this model increase continuity, it also incentivizes providers to augment throughput: more discharged patients on Tuesday means fewer patients to see on Wednesday, without any expectation to backfill. Other less aggressive but similar approaches are used elsewhere, such as exempting hospitalists from accepting new patients on the last 1 or 2 of the consecutive days they work. We eagerly await data on the impact of these programs on quality of care, patient satisfaction, and provider satisfaction. The impact of other providers and staff cannot be ignored. While the most important handoff in many cases may indeed be between the PCP and attending hospitalist tasked with coordinating the overall care of the patient, for some patients, there may be a specialist who has known the patient for years who is driving the plan of care. For patients with severe chronic illnesses, such as end-stage renal disease or asthma, a well-structured specialty clinic may even serve as a patient-centered medical home.8 And the current inpatient team includes night coverage physicians (whether moonlighters, house staff, or covering hospitalists), and an ever-increasing number of non-physicians who play a critical role in hospital care (non-physician providers, nurses, social workers, pharmacists, case managers, physical therapists, and others). While it is tempting to focus on the attending physician as the main driver of healthcare quality, continuity, and the inpatient experience, this is an oversimplification. If there is a take-home message, it is probably that most hospitalized patients will be cared for by multiple providers and a team of non-physicians. The “Marcus Welby” practice model may not be completely dead, but if “Dr. Welby” were still in practice, it would be a safe bet that he would be slower at computerized order entry than the average intern, that financial pressures would make it hard for him to attend to his hospitalized patients, and that he probably would have turned over much of his inpatient practice to the physicians and non-physician caregivers who make the hospital their primary workplace.9 Going forward, research should examine ways to optimize care coordination under the hospitalist model,10–13 rather than comparing it to the traditional model of inpatient care. The ingredients for success include coordinated care by a committee of caregivers, effective handoffs (throughout hospitalization and at discharge),12,14 focused and deliberate multidisciplinary communication, and effective patient education,15 regardless of the attending-du-jour.
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